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§29. HINT Computation for a 3-D Equilibrium 
with the Bootstrap Current 
Kanno, R., Nakajima, N., Hayashi, T., Okamoto, M. 
In the HINT code, an 1-1HD equilibrium is ob-
taitled starting from an arbitrary nonequilibrium initial 
plasma and vacuum field configuration by means of a 
time-dependent rela...xation method with small values of 
resistivity TJ and viscosity v. Calculations are performed 
in the three steps. 
The first step (A-step) is the rela...xation process of 
the pressure along magnetic field lines.. To speed up 
the relaxat.ion of the pressure, we make an average of 
pressure, p, along a field line, and interpolate a value of 
pressure at each grid point by using the averages p. 
_ J p dllB 
p --+ P = J dl I B ' 
where l means the length along the field line. 
(1) 
In the second step (B-step), calculation of the boot-
strap current is performed under conditions of a fixed 
pressure profile and a fixed magnetic field, if and only if 
closed flux surfaces are found. In the calculation of the 
bootstrap current, we employed the Boozer coordinates 
(tI': (J, (), where '¢ is the toroidal magnetic flux divided 
by 271, and (J and ( are the poloidal and toroidal angles, 
respectively. If the collisionality of electrons is same as 
one of ions, the bootstrap current is expressed in each 
collisionality limit as follows; 
(2) 
where ( ) means the flux surface average, n is the d~n­
sit.y and T is the temperature (p = 2nTj n = nj = n e , 
T = 11 = Te , and n, T <X ,;p in this work). Ll and 
L2 are the transport coefficients, which are composed of 
the viscosit.y and the friction coefficients, and G bs is the 
geometrical factor. To evaluate the bootstrap current 
through Eq.(2), only the spectra of the magnetic field 
stre'ngth in the Boozer coordinates are needed with some 
surface quantities. To obtain the spectra of the mag-
netic field strength and surface quantities, we use the 
methods of Boozer and Rome with the magnetic field 
line tracing. To estimate the bootstrap current in vari-
ous collisionality regimes, we use the connection formula 
derived in Ref.[l], instead of Eq.(2). 
The calculation scheme of t.he boot.strap current in 
the island regions is briefly described as follows. Even if 
an equilibrium cont.ains islands or stochastic regions, we 
can const.ruct t.he magnet.ic coordinat.es (1/', (J, () by using 
the met.hod of t.he quasi-magnet.ic coordinat.es. The pro-
file of pressure in the island becomes fiat, when t.he nu-
merical equilibrium sufficiently achieves t.he relaxation 
state, because the islands are generated by bifurcating 
from a rational surface. Thus, the gradients of pressure 
and temperature, dp I d 1j; and dT I d 1j;, become zero in the 
islands, and the value of the bootstrap current is zero, by 
assuming that the formulation of the bootstrap current, 
Eq.(2), is also appropriate in the quasi-magnetic coor-
dinates. Note that the bootstrap current also becomes 
zero in the stochastic region outside the outermost sur-
face, because p = 0 in this region. To numerically dis-
tinguish sufficiently large islands from negligibly small 
islands (or rational surfaces), we trace a field line started 
from a fixed point (an 0 point of the island) and calcu-
late the residue, R, of Cary and Hanson. If the residue 
satisfies the condition 1 > R > ER, the island is decided 
to be numerically visible, where ER is a small parame-
ter, 1 » ER ~ 0, and defines the size of the negligibly 
small islands. In order to decide the boundary of is-
lands, contour lines of the pressure can be used. We 
define that the island region is given by the condition 
P~~~nd > P > P~s~~nd' where P~~~nd = Pisland ± Ep , Pisland 
is the pressure at an 0 point of the island, and' cp is a 
small parameter with 1 ~ EplPisland > 0 and gives the 
"ddth of the island region. Note that in progress of the 
relaxation process the profile of pressure in islands is not 
exactly flat. The bootstrap current is given as zero in 
. ~ . . 1 I d· t· (+) > > ( -) the lsland reglOn ,\-Vlt 1 t le con 1 ,lOn Pisland P Pisland' 
while the current in all plasma regions except islands is 
calculated by the connection formula based on Eq.(2). 
The third step (C-step) is the relaxation process 
of the magnetic field under a fixed pressure profile. To 
calculate the 1.fHD equilibrium with the net toroidal 
current, we revise the Faraday'S equation in the C-step. 
If there are the closed magnetic surfaces in the plasma 
region, t.he Faraday's equation can be generalized as 
a:: = -V'xE = V'x (v x B -" {j -B U(";;bS }) , 
(3) 
where B (j . B)bs I (B2) = 0 in the island region and 
regions in which the closed magnetic surfaces do not ex-
ist. 
Solving numerically the above relaxation equations 
in the revised HINT computation, we find a 3-D MHD 
equilibrium with the bootstrap current in a helical sys-
tem. 
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